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Goodbye Leggy Blonde
Flight of the Conchords

Song: Goodbye Leggy Blonde
Artist: Flight Of The Conchords
Tuning: Standard

   D           F#          G           A
---2---     ---2---     ---3---     ---5---
---3---     ---2---     ---3---     ---5---
---2---     ---3---     ---4---     ---6---
---0---     ---4---     ---5---     ---7---
---0---     ---4---     ---5---     ---7---
---0---     ---2---     ---3---     ---5---

                        

Intro  -   D      F#      G      A

    D          F#        G         A
Goodbyyeee....
    D          F#        G         A
Goodbyiieee....              leggy blonde

D                          F#
Everyday I look across the office floor
               G
there you were your hair down to your legs,
        A                         D
and your legs down to the  floor,
F#           G        A            
leggy blonde goodbye, goodbye
D                               F#                       
now that you are gone Ill never see you here for tech repair
G                                A                     D                 
wish you new how much I love you legs  and your hair
  F#               G        A
leggy blonde goodbye, goodbye

D
Leggy leggy leggy leggy
F#
leggy leggy leggy leggy
G
leggy leggy leggy leggy
A
leggy leggy leggy leggy



D
Blondy blondy blondy blondy
F#
blondy blondy blondy blondy
G
blondy blondy blondy blondy
A
blondy blondy blondy blondy
D         F#          G        A
Leggy bloooooonde goodbye, goodbye

        D             F#
I had a budgy but it died
D
woah woah
G       A
I like piieee

D
Leggy leggy leggy leggy
F#
leggy leggy leggy leggy
G
leggy leggy leggy leggy
A
leggy leggy leggy leggy

D
Blondy blondy blondy blondy
F#
blondy blondy blondy blondy
G
blondy blondy blondy blondy
A
blondy blondy blondy blondy

D             F#       G         A
Leggy blonde,

Bridge
Note rotation(D  F#  G  A)  3 times

D              F#               
Ill never get, Ill never get to be with you
G                                     A
Ill never get to share another cup of tea with you
D                            F#
never get to let you now how much I think of you



G                          A
Ill never get to tear your cloths off on the photocopier

D                            F#
He ll never get (he ll never get)

he ll never get
            G          A 
he ll never get to say

(Rap this section)
Hoop like a blonde you ve got it going on
wanna see you wearing that thong thong thong
see you getting it on til the break of dawn
yum num mum panties on.

D        F#        G         A
Goodbyyyyyyeeeeeeeeee,

D - let ring -

This is my first tab, if you have any questions email me at
Metalguitar_666@hotmail.com


